
 

 

 

go figure 
Exhibiting Artists: Nick Adams, Davion Alston, Jaime Bull, Andrew Catanese, William Downs, 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxMichelle Laxalt, Andy Sloan Jackson, Kellie Romany, Nathan Sharratt 

 

The figure has long had the attention of artists. As a vehicle for physical and emotional sensation, artists study                   

the body not only for its structure and form, but also for the narrative and symbolic qualities of figurative                   

representation. Often the figure is romantic metaphor, a stand-in that encapsulates one or several universal               

sentiments such as love, mortality, desperation, etc. The artists selected for go figure address specific and                

personal figures rather than generic subjects for interpretation. The figure or body itself is incidental,               

resonating as an obvious presence that receives, processes, influences, and interacts.  

As photographer and subject of Another Body of/for Work , Davion Alston offers a person who rejects                

anonymity by looking out to directly engage the viewer. The whole person he presents is both vulnerable and                  

confident, speaking to the necessity of seeing substantively, beyond the physical body. In Come, Come Into My                 

World Andy Sloan Jackson plays with the roles of household pet and human. At times we allow ourselves to                   

melt into the mundane and vast oblivion, Jackson beckons us back to reflect on our own participation in                  

creating this absurdity. Figurative frustration with the body’s own unwillingness to change is also evident in                

Nick Adams’ Why aren’t you happy yet? (ed. 100) . Adams’ repeating smiley faces convey a futile but hopeful                  

neurosis to relieve personal discomfort. We may not always be able to reach a satisfactory state by sheer force                   

of will, but there is something satisfying and innately human about the process of trying. Jaime Bull approaches                  

endurance in a more physical capacity. In her Bathing Beauties series the figure is present, pressing and                 

challenging the limitations of its nylon and spandex container. The flat patterned planes in her paintings reduce                 

the figure to semi-representational gestures, poking at where the body separates from its actions. Michelle               

Laxalt similarly seeks to make distinction between whether form comes from the body or whether the body’s                 

form is evident from exterior containers. Reverence and Weepy subtly engage the negative spaces surrounding               

their own fleshy forms, drawing us further in to examine exactly where and how this push and pull occurs.  

The works presented in go figure navigate a number of states of being from manic to reflective, absent to                   

oppressive. The figure in this sense is along for the ride. At times it works tirelessly towards something                  

seemingly unattainable and at others allows itself to be dragged, forced, or gently tugged upon to conform                 

within arbitrary or disappointing expectations. Thought process cannot be separated from the physical body              

that grounds us within the material world. On the other hand we also cannot fully separate representation of                  

the figure from the sentiment it might imply since as individuals our own figure is the medium through which                   

we create and receive personal connection.  
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1    Nick Adams. Why aren’t you Happy yet? (ed. 100) . spray paint on paper. 2016. 
      (nycad.tumblr.com) 
 
2    Andy Sloan Jackson. Come, Come Into My World . single channel video and mixed media. 2015. 
      ( www.andysloanjackson.com ) 
 
3    Kellie Romany. 27, 28, 19, 12 . oil on board. 2014.  
      [On loan by Steven L. Anderson] 
      ( www.kellieromany.com ) 
 
4    Davion Alston. Title . material. 2016. 
      ( www.davionalston.com ) 
 
5    Jaime Bull. Backstroke . acrylic, ink on panel. 2016. 
6    Jaime Bull. Siamese Dream . acrylic, sequins, ink on panel. 2016. 
14  Jaime Bull. Bathing Beauties . bathing suits, plastic bags. 2016.  
      ( www.jaimeleebull.com ) 
 
7    William Downs. Nude Descending Staircase . ink wash on print paper. 2016. 
      [Represented by Sandler Hudson Gallery]   
      ( www.williamedowns.com ) 
 
8    Andrew Catanese. And every living creature that moves, . latex paint on canvas. 2016. 
      ( www.andrewcatanese.com ) 
 
90  Michelle Laxalt. Weepy . ceramic and glaze. 2016. 
10  Michelle Laxalt. Reverence . ceramic and glaze. 2016. 
      ( www.michellelaxalt.com ) 
 
11  Nathan Sharratt. Sentinel Series No. 2: For The Good Of The People . 3D printed PLA, steel. 2014. 
12  Sharratt. Sentinel Series No. 4: The Right of the People to Peaceably Assemble . 3D printed PLA, steel. 2014. 
13  Nathan Sharratt. Sentinel Series No. 1: I Will Never . 3D printed PLA, steel. 2014. 
     ( www.nathansharratt.com ) 
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